Lab Tech / assistant in eco-evolutionary physiology, EBC

Dear all,

Katja Räsänen and I are looking for an hourly payed lab tech/assistant for our eco-evolutionary physiology project from 19th of May until end of June at EBC in Uppsala.

I am a visiting PhD student from Zurich undertaking some moorfrog physiology adaptation work here in Uppsala at EBC involving rearing experiments.

Mid May our current hourly payed lab assistant is leaving for a new job so we would need another person taking over for approx one months and wondered if you might be interested?

Tasks are such as water change, feeding, general maintenance of lab, assisting sampling individuals etc. Since we have to sample individuals at specific developmental stages irregular working hours and work on the weekend will be involved. It would be beneficial if the applicant would have already undertaken an animal lab course (ethical training working with animal).

Applicants should send details about their background and what kind of work they did so far (CV and some sentences, background and motivation to work for us). We are looking forward hearing from you!

Best regards,

Jelena

------------------------------------------------
Jelena Mausbach, MSc <Jelena.Maubach@eawag.ch>
PhD student in Ecology
Eawag, Aquatic Ecology
ETH Zurich
Switzerland